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Newest Portable 16w mini nail dryer machine with 8 led 

lights Factory 

Wholesale 16w mini nail dryer machine. The nail light with 8 pcs of LED bulbs max 
16watts and it works based on Micro port that you can connect it with a wall charger or 
computer power bank anything with USB port. (Please note It isn’t a USB-C)uv gel 
dryer,small size and portable with mouse design which easy to carry in your bags pocket. 
nail polish light has 45s and 60s 2 timing for varies kinds of UV gels.Also supported 
folding it has 2 holders when you want to put it on desk or hand take. 

We use 8 LEDs on lamp and drying speed faster than lots of other dryers.This product is 
safe,tiny low shipping cost and great feature,Looking forward to business chance. To 
satisfy the customers' over-expected pleasure , we've our strong group to supply our 
greatest over-all provider which incorporates promoting, revenue, coming up with, output, 
quality managing, packing, warehousing and logistics for OEM Customized China Mini 
Nail Dryer Machine, First business, we learn each other. Further business, the trust is 
getting there. Our company always at your service at any time. OEM Customized China 
Uv Dryer, Uv Drying Machine, We now have a experienced sales team, they have 
mastered the best technology and manufacturing processes, have years of experience in 
foreign trade sales, with customers able to communicate seamlessly and accurately 
understand the real needs of customers, providing customers with personlised service 
and unique goods. 

 

Mini Nail Dryer Machine 

 Wholesale 16w mini nail dryer machine. The nail 
light with 8 pcs of LED bulbs max 16watts and it 
works based on Micro port that you can connect 
it with a wall charger or computer power bank 
anything with USB port. (Please note It isn’t a 
USB-C)uv gel dryer,small size and portable with 
mouse design which easy to carry in your bags 
pocket. nail polish light has 45s and 60s 2 timing 
for varies kinds of UV gels.Also supported folding 
it has 2 holders when you want to put it on desk 
or hand take. 
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Packing list(With box): 
1.16W lamp body 

2.Micro Usb-A cable 

3.Manuel 

1. Attention of Portable 16w mini nail dryer machine with 

8 led lights 

1.Real Sun light manicure,Won’t cause problem of black hand and eye injury. 

2. Built-in 60 seconds timer technology, with a mirror and more convenient to use. 

3. Dual light source (365 + 405nm wavelength), LED design to dry all UV glue and LED 
glue. 

4. 8 lamp beads evenly to desiccate , which can dry the nail in all directions and more 
free. 
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2. Product Parameter (Specification) of Portable 16w mini 

nail dryer machine with 8 led lights 

New Nail lamp 

wavelength 
365+405nm Manufacturer Atocnail industry co.,limited 

Type 
8 Leds nail 

lamp 

ODM 

Customization 
Logo,Color,bulbs,watts,adapter 
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3. Product Feature and Application of Portable 16w mini 

nail dryer machine with 8 led lights 

1.First,It can be used by connectsing with mobile charger or Power bank. 

2.Plug it in to work.Press ON/OFF button once for curing 45 seconds, long-press 1-2 
seconds for 60 seconds.Press third time for shut down. 

Product name 16w mini UV lamp dryer 

Leds 8 bulbs each 1 watt 

Wired or wireless Wired USB cable 

Life time Around 50000h 

Atocnail part number ATC-Mini2 

Color Black White 

Output 100-240V AC 50/60HZ 1A USB 24V/1.5A 

Product size 136.5 x 76 x 23mm 
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4. Product Details of Portable 16w mini nail dryer machine 

with 8 led lights 

The ATC-MINI2 durable lamp comes with a dual light source life time is more than 50000 
hours from our strict testing. It can be used for curing gels, acrylics, glue, etc. Intelligent 
deign make its more smart to be your partner of nail salon.The machine starts once you 
put your hands in it and automatically turns the lights off once you pull out your hand. 

At home gel manicure is more affordable and easier to achieve than you’d ever think. All 
you will need is gel nail polish (top and base coat) and a UV or LED nail lamp.Now, you 
might have another questions about UV or LED nail lamp. Mini2 is suitable for you with 
UV/LED dual light source and can sure uv gel and led gel polish. 
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5. Product Qualification of Portable 16w mini nail dryer 

machine with 8 led lights 

Return&Exchange on mini2 manicure machine: 

We need get related photos and description to prove products are wrong items or 
defective stock. crucial information on aparticular need to be filled if that is urgent , It will 
be replaced directly and no such steps. We’ll arrange the collection after your 
return&exchange application is viewed and approved. 

Item maintain time 12 months,If customers return stuff to your side in limited date we will 
replace them straightly. 

 

6. Deliver,Shipping And Serving of Portable 16w mini nail 

dryer machine with 8 led lights 

Deliver method: Door to Door or to your warehouse in CN/HK. 

MOQ:500 pcs 

Deliver time: 3-25 days ODM 

Price item: FOB or CIF 
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7. FAQ of Portable 16w mini nail dryer machine with 8 led 

lights 

Is 16w nail dryer machine dry gel slow? 
It drys nail quick as it has 8 spread lights and power is higher than other mini products 
which max 16watts. 

Is it durable? 
This item assembled with high quality material and PC board working well to 50k H 
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